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Astaire
Sofa

Streamlined, with a  sophisticated appeal, the Astaire Sofa showcases sleek, racetrack 
curves and quality upholstery, giving the piece a seamless and continuous look. Framed with 
beautifully-finished wood, expansive lines and graceful arched sides draw the eye across 
every edge and curve, giving it a dynamic feel. With the combination of ease and style, 
this sofa is constructed with eight-way hand tied springs and a down wrapped foam seat to ensure 
durability, support, and comfort. In addition to three back cushions, this sofa includes 
three matching velvet accent pillows. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have 
subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 90”W x 36.5”D x 32”H - Item# BM0025
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Mink Finished Wood
Fabric: Oregano Velvet - High sheen quality 
velvet that adds a sense of luxury to any setting.

32”

90”
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Astaire
Coffee Table

Providing an edge of sophistication and detail, the Astaire Coffee Table features a mirrored 
top and is accented with ebony metal rosettes and a flawless shape. The turned metal legs 
and mirrored effect offer a dramatic look while maintaining a clean and elegant aesthetic. 
Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

Size: 60”W x 30”D x 18”H - Item# BM0026
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal
Tempered Mirror and Metal Rosettes

30”

18”
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Astaire
Coffee Table II

Providing an edge of sophistication and detail, the Astaire Coffee Table features a mirrored 
top and a flawless shape. The turned metal legs and mirrored effect offer a dramatic look 
while maintaining a clean and elegant aesthetic. Due to the handcrafted nature, each 
piece may have subtle and unique differences. 

Size: 60”W x 30”D x 18”H - Item# BM0353
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal
Antique Mirror Top

30”

18”
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Astaire
Console

The Astaire Console pairs simple structured lines with exceptional craftsmanship to create 
a classic yet edgy piece of furniture. The tempered mirror rests in a slender metal frame 
across the top and sides. The detail continues with mirrored waterfall edges that are 
complemented by the hand-finished dark lacquered metal trim, and its hand-finished metal 
shelf. This piece is admirable from every angle. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece 
may have subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 72”W x 16”D x 30”H - Item# BM0027
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal
Tempered Mirror 

72”

30”
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Astaire
Credenza

Effortlessly assuming center stage, the Astaire Credenza is a magnificent work of art. 
The extravagance of the collection’s Credenza features richly dimensional hand-gilded 
constructions that are hand gilded and individually placed at three different depths. 
Finished to perfection with metal legs to elicit a contrasting effect, this luxurious piece offers 
an impressive focal point for a room, while blending form and functionality. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 81”W x 18”D x 29.5”H - Item# BM0028G(Gold)  BM0028S (Silver)
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold or Silver Leaf Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal
Tempered Glass

81”

29.5”
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Astaire
Nightstand

A gorgeous accompaniment to any bed, the Astaire Nightstand exudes 
extravagance. Featuring unique, hand-gilded and hand placed constructions, there’s no 
other nightstand like it. Three sliding drawers provide ample storage while a tempered 
glass top protects, all of which rests on a hand-gilded gold leaf wooden base. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.   

Size: 24”W x 17”D x 27”H - Item# BM0354G (Gold) BM0354S (Silver)
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold or Silver Leaf Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Metal
Tempered Glass 24”

27”
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Astaire
Lounge Chair I & Ottoman

The Astaire Collection’s Lounge Chair I and Ottoman exude elegance and sophistication. 
Pairing the chair and ottoman’s highly polished ebony lacquered wood frame with the 
neutral basket linen fabric creates a warm look and feel. The chair’s arms are tightly 
hugged with haute-couture upholstery that adds a continuous flow to this statement piece. 
The upholstery continues to dress the back of the chair giving every angle a finalized look. 
With the combination of ease and style, this lounge chair is constructed with an eight-way 
hand tied spring suspension to ensure durability, support, and comfort. Features a down-
wrapped foam seat and back cushion. The precise upholstery on the ottoman dresses the 
whole seat for a waterfall effect. The Astaire Lounge Chair I and Ottoman are perfectly 
proportioned for utmost comfort. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have 
subtle and unique differences.

Ottoman: 26”W x 18”D x 17” H  Item# BM0029
Chair: 30”W x 35”D x 33”H; 18”SH ; 23.5”AH  Item# BM0030
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Wood
Fabric: Latte Linen - A textured, woven 
basketweave linen fabric in a warm off-white tone.

26”
30”

33”
17”
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Astaire
Lounge Chair II

A modern interpretation of 1920’s American design and homage to a leading lady of 
Hollywood’s Golden Era, the Astaire Collection’s Lounge Chair II projects an elegant 
aesthetic. The combination of the lacquered wood frame and sinuously flowing armrest 
makes the transition from the top to the bottom sleek and smooth. The graceful lines of the 
chair flow all the way down to its tapered legs allowing for a cohesive design. With 
the combination of ease and style, this lounge chair is constructed with an eight-way hand 
tied spring suspension and a loose seat to ensure durability, support, and comfort. Features 
a down-wrapped foam seat. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle 
and unique differences.  

Size: 31”W x 34.5”D x 34”H; 18”SH - Item# BM0031
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Mink Finished Wood
Fabric: Midnight Fog - A subtle two-toned 
lustrous herringbone pattern on a dyed chenille.

31”

34”
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Astaire
Accent Table I

The Astaire Accent Table I is a delicately ornate and exquisite piece. This accent table 
includes a recessed antiqued mirror with an inset hand-embellished black floral design on 
tempered glass. The turned leg is carved by hand. Due to the handcrafted nature, each 
piece may have subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 18”DIA x 26”H - Item# BM0032
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Ebony Finished Wood
Tempered and Hand Embellished Glass
Antiqued Mirror 

18”

26”
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Astaire
Accent Table II

The Astaire Accent Table II evokes a sense of history intended to last for centuries. A 
historical design that harks back to the golden era of Hollywood, this accent table is 
topped with a fitted tempered antique mirror. It is constructed of three different depths of 
hand cut, individually placed, hand-gilded wooden structures to form this spherical accent 
piece. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 18”DIA x 24”H - Item# BM0033
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Champagne Finished Wood
Tempered Antiqued Mirror

18”

24”
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Astaire
Mirror

Make a bold statement with the Astaire Mirror. The construction of this mirror is one of a kind 
with its contemporary design and hand-gilded finish. Display this statement mirror in a hallway, 
living room, or dining room. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and 
unique differences.  

Size: 36”W x 1”D x 58.5”H - Item# BM0172G (Gold)  BM0172S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Mirror

 

36”

58.5”
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Astaire
Serving Bar

Serve in style with the Astaire Serving Bar. A wine glass rack and shelving allow for 
displaying an array of cocktail glasses and fine bottles of wine and liquor. This serving bar 
is sure to give happy hour a luxurious look with its mirrored top and bottom and custom 
hand-gilded metal structure. Available with or without casters. Due to the handcrafted 
nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 31”W x 20”D x 35”H - Item# BM0034G (Gold)  BM0034S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Tempered Mirror
 
 

31”

35”
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Astaire
Room Screen

Simple yet elegant, the Astaire Room Screen delivers a luxurious twist on the classic 
screen. The screen features a handcrafted wood frame and clear panels that are hand 
gilded and hand embellished with romantic botanical designs. Discreet safety locks 
have been designed to effortlessly secure the screen into various formations. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.  

Size: 60.5”W x 1.25”D x 73.5”H - Item# BM0035
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Finished Metal
Hand Embellished Clear Panels 

60.5”

73.5”
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Astaire
Fireplace Screen

The Astaire Fireplace Screen complements the design and aesthetic of the Astaire 
Collection, with its delicate and ornate detailing. A hand-embellished floral design is 
placed on a tempered glass panel, and a hand gilded metal frame supports the piece 
beautifully. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences. 

Size: 38”W x 9.25”D x 34”H - Item# BM0036
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Hand-Embellished Tempered Glass 
 

38”

34”



Showroom at the Pacific Design Center

 8687 Melrose Ave. Suite G696, West Hollywood, CA 90069

www.badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   i n f o@badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   424 -303 -7251

BADGLEY MISCHKA HOME

b a d g l e y m i s c h k a h o m e  |        @ b a d g l e y m i s c h k a h o m e  |        @ B a d g l e y M i s c h k a H

We set our prices on December 31st and guarantee them for a full year.


